Medium-sized Air-auxiliary Road Marking Machine
◆1.Engine: 25 HP water-cooled electrical starting diesel engine with three-stroke in line that is environmental protection with low noise.The highest speed is 3000 RPM and its fuel tank capacity is 50L.
◆2.Available paint: Thick paste marking paint or water-based marking paint.
◆3.Originally imported oil pressurized continuously variable speed transmission system (HTS) with automatic brake device that can freely go ahead, back off and stop.The left and right back wheels are equipped with a differential speed gearing to ensure it to
drive freely around the curve and change directions timely.Driving speed: 0-22km/h, maximum climbing capacity: 15°.
◆4.Air compressor: 2 m3/min displacement piston air pump with enough air source and stable pressure.
◆5.Paint tank: Single equipped with pressurized paint tank with erect hydraulic stirring device in it; capacity: 300L.
◆6.Spray gun: Equipped with double new type pneumatic low pressure atomized air-auxiliary spray guns.Spray width: 100-450mm
◆7.Glass beads spraying system: Single equipped with pressurized 100L glass beads bin with a window.Single or double glass beads spraying guns can be equipped on the left or right that can freely adjust its pressure, flow rate and spray width to ensure the
spraying glass beads firmer, evener and more economical.
◆8.Lighting and warning function: The originally equipped highlight headlamp makes the night marking operation more convenient.The warning lights can freely adjust its flicker frequency, greatly improving the marking operations' safety
◆9.Micro-electronic control system: The core control unit of this system is a PLC (programmable logic controller) which brings the micro-electronic intelligent control into effect to make its performance more stable and structure more compacted.The re are many
marking standard control methods in this system, so users can freely adjust the marking type according to their personal needs.
◆10.Chassis: A firm welded, four-wheel structure with a 500mm inflatable pressure-proof wheel.The operators can operate the machine sitting on the left or right and use the hydraulic steering to freely control directions. The stable brake system makes the driving
more secure.
◆11.Guide rod: The extractable guide rod can be freely adjusted to up, down, left or right.
◆12.Size & Weight: 3600mm(L)x3200mm(W)x1500mm(H) (excluding the guide rod)· 950kg
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If you are interested in this product, please visit our website: www.dyroad.cn or email to us: machine@dayucn.biz

